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Recent experimental work has shown that the contrast of near-field optical images depends on the
path followed by the tip during the scan. This artifact may misguide the interpretation of the images
and the estimation of the optical resolution. We provide a rigorous theoretical study of this effect
based on three-dimensional perturbation theory and two-dimensional exact numerical calculations.
We quantitatively study the dependence of the artifact on the illumination/detection conditions and
on the scattering potential of the sample. This study should provide guidelines for future
experimental work. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!06813-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical resolution beyond the Rayleigh limit has be
demonstrated in the past ten years in scanning near-field
tical microscopy~SNOM!.1,2 Among the various technique
that have been proposed, two categories can be di
guished: illumination-mode and collection-mode SNOM.
illumination-mode SNOM, a tip~nanosource! locally illumi-
nates the sample and one collects the field scattered into
far zone.3,4 Examples of nanosources are a tapered me
coated optical fiber with an aperture at the tip apex,4 or the
tetrahedral tip introduced recently.5 In collection-mode
SNOM, the sample is illuminated by an extended field, as
classical microscopy, and the scattered near field is colle
by a local probe. This probe can be the tip of an opti
fiber,6 or a scattering tip as that used in aperturel
SNOM.7,8 A particular case of collection-mode SNOM is th
photon scanning tunneling microscope~PSTM or STOM! in
which the sample is illuminated by an evanescent wave p
duced by total internal reflection.9

Let S (x,y,z) be the optical signal that is detected wh
the tip is located at the point (x,y,z). The z direction is
chosen to be normal to the mean plane of the sample sur
In order to get sub-wavelength resolution, part of the sig
must come from the conversion of evanescent waves
propagating waves. This holds whatever the technique. T
the tip ~either illuminating or detecting! has to be kept a
subwavelength distance from the sample during the s
Three different operating modes have been used so fa
regulate the tip-sample distance.~1! In the constant-height
mode, the tip is moved in a planez5z0 , and one records
S (x,y,z0). ~2! In the constant-intensity mode, the optical
signalS is kept constant with a feedback system, forcing
tip to follow a surfacez5h(x,y). This surface does not in
general reproduce the topography of the sample. Recor
the motion of the tip@i.e., the surfacez5h(x,y)] produces
the image. This mode has been used extensively

a!Electronic mail: rcarmina@icmm.csic.es
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PSTM/STOM.9 ~3! In the constant-distance mode, the tip is
forced to follow a surfacez5 f (x,y) by an auxiliary non-
optical distance-control mechanism. The optical signal tha
recorded isS @x,y, f (x,y)#. The distance-control mechanism
can use a scanning tunneling microscope~STM!,3,5 an
atomic force microscope~AFM!,7 or the lateral friction
forces between the tip and the sample~shear forces!.10,11 In
all these cases, the tip follows more or less the topograph
the sample, andf (x,y) is the convolution of the sample pro
file by a function which describes the probe geometry.

A comparative study of modes~1! and~2! was presented
in Ref. 12. It was shown that the two modes are equivale
in the sense that a constant-intensity imagez5h(x,y) and
the constant-height imageS (x,y,z0), with z05^h(x,y)&,
are proportional. The brackets denote the background v
of a function of (x,y).

Concerning mode~3!, thezmotion of the probe, induced
by a non-optical distance regulation mechanism, can cou
to the purely optical information of the image.4,13 This cre-
ates an artifact that may lead to a wrong interpretation of
images. It was demonstrated experimentally in Ref. 4 that
SNOM image may contain two different contributions:
purely optical one and one reproducing the motion of the
Recently, a systematic experimental study of this artifact w
presented,13 and showed thatmany experimental images pre
viously reported might be dominated by non-optical contr
mechanisms.The origin of the artifact was discussed with
simple approach which we summarize here.13,14

In the constant-distance mode, we shall write the p
followed by the tip asz5z01d f (x,y) wherez05^ f (x,y)&.
An expansion of the optical signalS to first order in
d f5 supud f (x,y)u leads to:

S @x,y,z5 f ~x,y!#5^S ~z0!&1dS ~x,y,z0!

1
]S

]z
~x,y,z0!d f ~x,y!. ~1!

The first term in Eq.~1! is the background value of the im
age, the second one gives a purely optical contrast and
501/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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third one reflects the coupling between the optical inform
tion and thez motion of the tip. Due to this last term, th
optical image will depend on the path followed by the
d f (x,y), leading to the presence of the artifact discussed
Ref. 13. Note that this problem does not occur in consta
height mode becaused f (x,y)50 and the last term in Eq.~1!
always vanishes.

As an illustration, let us consider a worst case scena
Suppose, for example, that the third term dominates
right-hand side in Eq.~1! and that]S /]z is a slowly varying
function of (x,y). Then, the detected signalS given by the
left-hand side of Eq.~1! is proportional to the motion of the
tip d f (x,y). The resulting image is mainlyan optical read-
out of the motion of the tip, as that obtained with a conven
tional AFM. This image does not contain any information
the optical properties of the sample. Moreover, the resolu
of such an image does not result from optical mechanis
but only from the interaction used to control the tip-sam
distance.

The presence or not of this artifact, and its relati
weight compared to the purely optical information, depe
on both the experimental parameters~as the illumination
conditions! and on the sample under study. As pointed ou
Ref. 13, this makes the interpretation of constant-dista
images a very difficult task. A precise study is necessary
constitutes the scope of the present work. Our purpose
analyze rigorously the origin of the artifact and to ident
the cases in which it may dominate the image contrast.
paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we consider
case of weak scattering samples, as that often use
SNOM. We use the three-dimensional perturbation theor
study analytically the origin of the artifact and to discuss
influence of both the experimental parameters and
sample. In Sec. III, we illustrate the discussion of Sec
with exact two-dimensional numerical simulations based
a resolution of a volume integral~Lippmann–Schwinger!
equation for the electric field. The samples studied in Sec
consist of localized particles~dielectric or metallic! depos-
ited on a flat dielectric substrate. In Sec. IV we study w
happens when the sample is a very rough extended sur
In this case the scattered field cannot be described with
turbation theory. This discussion gives a complete picture
the scattering mechanism responsible for the presence o
artifact. Sec. V summarizes our conclusions.

II. PERTURBATIVE MODEL FOR WEAKLY
SCATTERING SAMPLES

In this section we analyze in detail the origin of th
artifact presented in the introduction. We define this artif
as the presence in the detected signal of a cross term bet
the light scattered by the sample and thez motion of the tip.
We will describe analytically the properties of the SNO
images in three dimensions, in the following context:

~1! We focus the discussion on a collection-mode confi
ration in which the sample is illuminated by an extend
field either in reflection or in transmission. After intera
tion with the sample, the near field is detected by a
~see Fig. 1!. This choice is in no way a limitation of the
502 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 2, 15 July 1997
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generality of our study. Reciprocity can be used to e
tend all the results to the illumination-mode configur
tions. It has been shown that there exists an equiva
collection-mode setup for any illumination-mod
setup.15

~2! We assume that the probe is a passive point-like de
tor. This means that the signalS (x,y,z) is proportional
to the local near-field intensity, defined as the squa
modulus of the electric fielduE(x,y,z)u2. The passive
probe assumption has been studied recently on a ri
ous basis.16–18 It was also demonstrated that the pro
may be passive even if its presence modifies the n
field distribution around the sample.19,20 On this basis,
we do not take into account the presence of the tip.
what follows, we shall consider the structure of the ne
field evaluated without the presence of the detecting~or
illuminating! tip.

We point out that the coupling efficiency of the prob
may depend onz. This occurs, for example, unde
p-polarized illumination, when the tip is very close to th
sample~a precise study will be reported elsewhere!. This z
dependence may induce another kind of artifact. This artif
is not studied here because our model does not describe
coupling with the probe.

A. Perturbative expression for the intensity

We consider a three-dimensional sample with variatio
in both topography and dielectric constant~Fig. 1!. This
sample is a layer of profilez5S(x,y) and inhomogeneous
isotropic dielectric constantep(x,y,z), deposited upon a
semi-infinite homogeneous isotropic substrate of dielec
constant es ~half space z,0). The upper medium
@z.S(x,y)# is assumed to be a vacuum or air. The system
illuminated in transmission or reflection by a monochroma
field of wavelengthl. This field is either a plane wave~co-
herent illumination! or a set of uncorrelated plane wave
~spatially incoherent illumination!. In both cases, the inten
sity of the incident field depends only onz.

Let us write the total near fieldE5E(0)1E(1) where
E(0) is the field reflected or transmitted by the flat interfa
z50 andE(1) is the field scattered by the inhomogeneo
layer. In many cases of practical interest in near-field op
~NFO!, the object is weakly scattering so that the conditi
uE(1)u5huE(0)u, with h!1, is fulfilled. Instances in which

FIG. 1. Section of the three-dimensional geometry used in the perturba
theory.
Carminati et al.
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this condition is not satisfied will be examined in Sec. I
When the tip is moved along a surface of equat
z5 f (x,y), the detected intensity to first-order inh is:

I @x,y,z5 f ~x,y!#5I ~0!@ f ~x,y!#1I ~1!@x,y, f ~x,y!#, ~2!

whereI (0)5uE(0)u2 andI (1)52 Re@E(0)* .E(1)#, Re denoting
the real part and* the complex conjugate. A first-order ex
pansion of Eq.~2! aroundz05^ f (x,y)& leads to:

I @x,y,z5 f ~x,y!#5I ~0!~z0!1
dI ~0!

dz
~z0!d f ~x,y!

1I ~1!~x,y,z0!. ~3!

In order to determine the domain of validity of the precedi
equation, we proceed as in Ref. 12. We introduce the len
scales L0 and L1 of I (0) and I (1), respectively, and
d f5 supud f (x,y)u. Equation ~3! is valid if d f!L1 and
d f;hL0 . Note that these conditions involve only the stru
ture of the near field, whatever the physical system wh
produces this near field. Thus, Eq.~3! applies to a large
variety of problems. In the case of a sample with a line
inhomogeneous dielectric permittivity and an arbitrary s
face profile, the conditions of validity of Eq.~3! are equiva-
lent to those of first-order perturbation theory in the ne
field.12,21,22

Equation~3! reveals the content of the near-field optic
image. The first term is independent on (x,y) and contributes
to the background of the image. The two other terms
responsible for the contrast of the image, and two origins
this contrast are clearly identified. The second term is p
portional to the path followed by the detecting tipd f (x,y).
The constant of proportionality depends only on the illum
nation conditions. Thus this term does not contain any inf
mation on the sample, and is onlyan optical readout of the z
motion of the tip. In the best case, i.e., when the tip follow
the topography of the sample, this term produces a sig
proportional to the topography of the sample, and does
produce any additional information to the shear force, ST
or AFM signal. In contrast, the third termI (1)(x,y,z0) carries
purely optical information on the sample properties~dielec-
tric constant and topography!. Its relationship to the topog
raphy and the dielectric constant variations of the sampl
in general not simple. It can be described with the conce
of impulse response and equivalent surface profile.19 This
point will be useful in the following discussion.

B. Optical content of the image

The right-hand side in Eq.~3! shows that the most gen
eral image is a superposition of a purely optical signal~third
term! and a term proportional to the path followed by the
~second term!. Hence, Eq.~3! gives a rigorous theoretica
basis to the experimental observations put forward in Ref
and 13. The relative weight of these two terms determi
the optical content of the near-field optical image. If the s
ond term dominates, the use of NFO does not add any in
mation to the AFM, STM, or shear force images. NFO is
interest only in the situations in which the contrast is dom
nated by the third term in Eq.~3!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 2, 15 July 1997
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Proceeding as in Ref. 13, we introduce the followi
parameter:

G5
1

I ~1!~x,y,z0!

dI ~0!

dz
~z0! ~4!

which measures the optical content of the image.G50 cor-
responds to a purely optical image. A large value ofuGu
corresponds to a low optical content of the image, an
domination of the contrast by the artifact. In any releva
NFO image,uGu should be minimized.

The value ofG depends on both the operating conditio
and the properties of the sample under study. This makes
prediction of the presence of this artifact very difficult. W
shall address separately the cases corresponding to an ill
nation in transmission with propagating waves, in transm
sion with evanescent waves, and in reflection.

1. Illumination in transmission with propagating
waves

Let us first consider the situation in which the sample
illuminated in transmission from the lower medium~Fig. 1!
with a field composed of one monochromatic plane wa
~coherent illumination! or a set of uncorrelated plane wave
~incoherent illumination!, at an angle of incidence smalle
than the critical oneuc5arcsin@(Aes)

21#. The illuminating
field E(0) contains only homogeneous waves, and the illum
nating intensity I(0) does not depend onz (dI (0)/dz50).
Thus, G50 and no artifact is encountered.23 Equation ~3!
shows that the image in this case is identical to a const
height image, taken at the heightz5z0 . This is rather sur-
prising because one can havez0, supuS(x,y)u. In true
constant-height mode, one always hasz0. supuS(x,y)u.
Thus, we expect thatthe constant-distance image will loo
like a constant-height image, but with a better resolutio
This will be confirmed by the numerical simulation of Se
III.

The previous remarks apply to collection-mode SNO
with an illumination in transmission with only homogeneo
waves. By reciprocity15 it also holds for illumination-mode
SNOM in which the light is detected in transmission
angles smaller than the critical oneuc ~‘‘allowed light’’ in
Ref. 24!.

2. Illumination in transmission with evanescent
waves

The situation in which some or all the plane waves of t
incident field have an angle of incidence greater than
critical one is different. The corresponding zero-order tra
mitted waves are evanescent. Thus,E(0) contains inhomoge-
neous waves creating az dependence inI (0). In the case of a
single plane wave, the transmitted zero-order field is of
form E0exp(iki

inc .r i1 ig incz), with g inc5(k0
22ki

inc2)1/2, and
k05v/c. We have used the notationr i5(x,y). An inci-
dence in total internal reflection corresponds touki

incu.k0 .
Thus g inc is imaginary, with the determination
Im(g inc).0, Im denoting the imaginary part. It follows tha

G5
22 Im~g inc!

I ~1!~x,y,z0!
uE0u2exp@22 Im~g inc!z0#. ~5!
503Carminati et al.
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It is worth noting that the numerator ofG ~i.e., dI (0)/dz) is
negative in this case. Hence the artifact appears as a su
position to the purely optical image of a signal proportion
to the path followed by the tip ininverse contrast. This point
will be illustrated by numerical simulation in Sec. III.

The present discussion applies to collection-mode te
niques in which the sample is illuminated in transmiss
with part of~or all! the light being totally internally reflected
as in PSTM/STOM. By reciprocity,15 it also applies to the
illumination-mode configurations in which the light is d
tected in transmission at angles greater than the critical
~‘‘forbidden light’’ in Ref. 24!. The presence of the artifac
in ‘‘forbidden light’’ images in illumination mode, and the
fact that the non-optical signal represents the path follow
by the tip in contrast reversal was demonstrated experim
tally in Ref. 13. Our model explains this observation.

3. Illumination in reflection

Let us consider now an illumination in reflection fro
the upper medium~Fig. 1!. The illuminating intensityI (0) is
an interference pattern between the incident field and
field reflected by the flat interface. ThereforeI (0) exhibits a
z modulation which may lead to an artifact. This modulati
will depend on the value of the reflection factor at the int
facez50. Keeping the same notations, in the case of a sin
incident plane wave, one obtains:

G5
24g inc

I ~1!~x,y,z0!
Im[E0* .rI E0 exp~2ig

incz0!], ~6!

whererI is a matrix of Fresnel reflection factors at the inte
face z50. Here g inc is real. Equation~6! shows that the
artifact may become important for large values of the refl
tion factors. Moreover, the sign of the numerator ofG de-
pends on the value of those factors, and may change f
one sample to another. Thus the artifact may appear
signal proportional to the path followed by the tip either
real or in inverse contrast.

The present discussion applies to collection-mode te
niques in reflection. By reciprocity it also applies to th
illumination-mode techniques in reflection.15 In both cases,
the artifact will be important if the substrate has a high
flectivity. We will illustrate this point in Sec. III.

4. Influence of the sample

The parameterG defined in Eq.~4! depends on the valu
of the purely optical contributionI (1). The aim of this sec-
tion is to analyze the dependence ofI (1) on the sample prop
erties.

I (1) is a complicated function of both the experimen
conditions and the sample properties. The analysis thro
perturbation theory leads to the following expression:19

I ~1!~r i ,z0!5E H~r i2r i8 ,ki
inc ,es ,z0!Seq~r i8!dr i8 . ~7!

Seq is an equivalent surface profile connecting the topog
phy and the dielectric constant variations of the sample:
504 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 2, 15 July 1997
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Seq~r i!5
1

es21E0
S~r i !

@ep~r i ,z!21#dz. ~8!

Note that in the case of a homogeneous sample (ep5es),
Seq(r i) reduces to the true topographic profileS(r i). H is an
impulse response and is independent on the sample. Its
tence is not postulated but comes out from the analy
through first-order perturbation theory.H is known analyti-
cally in Fourier space, its expression being given in Ref.
H depends on the illumination conditions~polarization, di-
rection of incidence, coherence!, on the dielectric constant o
the substratees and on the detection distancez0 . Therefore,
H contains the dependence ofI (1) on the experimental con
ditions, while Seq contains the properties of the sampl
These concepts of impulse response and equivalent su
profile describe all the scattering process by weakly scat
ing samples and are very useful in the description of N
imaging.19

Equation~7! shows that the value ofI (1) depends on the
relative variations of the functionsH(r i) andSeq(r i). Any
situation may be encountered. At fixed experimental con
tions ~both H and dI (0)/dz fixed!, a sample may create
strong scattered intensityI (1), thus a smalluGu, and another
sample a low scattered intensityI (1) and a largeuGu. The
same problem arises for a given sample by varying the i
mination conditions. The conclusion is that it is not possib
to give a universal rule governing the presence of the arti
in the image. Nevertheless, it is possible to study a typ
sample in order to gain insight. This will be done in the ne
section.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we study the near-field scattered by one
two particles deposited on a flat semi-infinite substrate. T
scattering geometry is depicted in Fig. 2. This system is
luminated in transmission or in reflection by a monoch
matic plane wave of wavelengthl5633 nm, with an angle
of incidenceu i . We provide exact numerical calculations
the total near-field intensity either at a constant height or
constant distance from the sample.

FIG. 2. Geometry of the two-dimensional sample used in the exact num
cal calculations. Solid line: path followed in the constant-height calcu
tions. Dashed line: path followed in the constant-distance calculations.
Carminati et al.
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A. Numerical method

The numerical scheme is based on a volume inte
formulation of the electric field derived from Maxwell equ
tions. At any pointr5(x,y,z), the electric field is given
by:25

E~r !5E~0!~r !1k0
2E

V
@ep~r 8!21#GI~r ,r 8!E~r 8!dr 8,

~9!

whereGI is the Green dyadic of the reference system cons
ing of a flat interface atz50 separating the substrate~half
spacez,0, dielectric constantes) from vacuum~half space
z.0). E(0) is the field in the reference system and the in
gral gives an exact expression of the scattered field. I
restricted to the domainV occupied by the particles, havin
a position-dependent dielectric constantep(r 8). In general
Eq. ~9! can only be solved numerically,26 and several
schemes have been proposed, in two-dimensional27 and
three-dimensional geometries.28 Here we will consider a
two-dimensional geometry, for boths- andp-polarized light,
and solve Eq.~9! by a moment method.25 In this method the
volume V is discretized in a mesh of rectangular cells
dimensionsdx anddy. The field and the dielectric constan
are assumed to be constant in each cell. Equation~9! is trans-
formed into a linear system involving the integral of th
Green dyadic over each cell. Note that this integration re
larized the Green dyadic, which possesses a non-integr
singularity at the origin inp polarization.27 In all the calcu-
lations presented here, the size of the cells
dx5dy50.005l.

B. Images of one localized particle with different
scattering potentials

We first consider the sample in Fig. 2 with one sing
particle. Its width isw50.1l, its heighth50.015l and its
dielectric constantep , assumed homogeneous, is a varia
parameter. We compare the near-field intensity calcula
along a line at a constant height~solid line in Fig. 2! and the
intensity calculated at a constant distance from the sur
profile ~dashed line in Fig. 2!. Our goal is to check the pres
ence of the artifact due to thez motion of the tip in the
constant-distance mode, in light of the discussion of Sec

1. Illumination in transmission

The results in the case of an illumination in transmiss
at u i50° are displayed in Fig. 3 (s polarization! and Fig. 4
(p polarization!. We have used two different particles havin
the same dimensions but a different dielectric constant:~a!
ep52.25~glass!, ~b! ep5291 i ~gold!. Varying ep is a way
to vary the scattering potential of the sample, and thus
level of the scattered intensityI (1) @see Eqs.~7!–~8!#. The
substrate is glass (es52.25). The solid curves correspond
constant-height calculations along the solid line in Fig
with z050.0225l ~14 nm!. The dashed curves correspond
constant-distance calculations along the dashed line in F
with d50.0075l ~5 nm!. The location of the particle is in
dicated at the bottom of the figures.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 2, 15 July 1997
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In both polarizations and for the two particles, th
constant-height and constant-distance curves are sim
This confirms the discussion of Sec. II. At normal inciden
in transmission,dI (0)/dz vanishes. Thus,G50 and the
constant-distance image is purely optical. Noz-motion arti-
fact is to be expected and the constant-height and cons
distance images are similar. Yet the constant-distant cu
exhibit a slightly better resolution than the constant-hei
curves. This is seen in Figs. 3 and 4 where the dashed cu
exhibit faster variations than the solid curves. As discus

FIG. 3. Near-field intensity above the sample in Fig. 2 with only one surf
particle.s polarization; illumination in transmission,u i50°; particle size:
w50.1l, h50.015l. Solid line: constant-height calculations wit
z050.0225l. Dashed line: constant-distance calculations w
d50.0075l. Two values of the particle dielectric constantep are used. The
dielectric constant of the substratees52.25 is fixed.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 forp polarization.
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in Sec. II, the constant-distant curve is a constant-he
curve taken at the height^ f (x,y)& which is smaller than the
heightz0 of the constant-height curve. This explains the b
ter resolution.

It is also worth noting the very high level of signal in th
case of a metallic particle inp polarization@Fig. 4 ~b!#. This
is due to an enhancement of the field inside the parti
which creates a very strong scattered field. Even in this c
there is no appreciable difference between the two kind
images.

2. Illumination in total internal reflection

We show in Figs. 5 and 6 the same calculations as
Figs. 3 and 4, but for an incidence in total internal reflect
(u i560°). As seen in Sec. II,G does not vanish in this case
its value being given in Eq.~5!. Moreover,dI (0)/dz is nega-
tive, and one expects a contribution in the intensity of a te
proportional to the path followed by the tip in inverse co
trast @second term in Eq.~3!#. This is clearly seen in Figs
5~a! and 6~a!. Here the constant-height~solid line! and
constant-distance~dashed line! curves look different. A su-
perposition of a purely optical signal~looking like a
constant-height signal! and a signal proportional to the pa
followed by the tip in contrast reversal~artifact! can be easily
identified in the constant-distance curves. The scattering
tential of the particle being small (ep52.25), the purely op-
tical contributionI (1) does not dominate the contrast of the
curves. Thus they are strongly dominated by thez-motion
artifact.

When the scattering potential increases@Figs. 5~b! and
6~b!#, the contribution of the optical termI (1) increases. For
a gold particle@Figs. 5~b! and 6~b!#, the purely optical con-
tribution is so important that the presence of the artifac
strongly attenuated. This means that the contrast is n
dominated by the third term in Eq.~3!. The constant-heigh
and constant-distance curves are practically identical. T

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 with an illumination in total internal reflecti
(u i560°).
506 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 2, 15 July 1997
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effect is particularly striking inp polarization @Fig. 6~b!#
where the metallic particle creates a very strong scatte
field. In this case the presence of the artifact is no lon
visible.

3. Illumination in reflection

We now consider an illumination in reflection from th
upper medium~see Fig. 2!. We have shown in Sec. II tha
G does not vanish in this case. Its expression, given in
~6!, shows that its strength should increase with the refl
tivity of the substrate. We thus present the calculations
only one kind of particle (ep52.25), but for two values of
es : ~a! es52.25 and~b! es516. The result is displayed in
Fig. 7 (s polarization!. With the values ofes used here, the
Fresnel reflection factors appearing in the matrixrI in Eq. ~6!
are negative. Thus the numerator ofG (dI (0)/dz) is positive
and thez-motion artifact should appear as a superposition
the purely optical image of a signal proportional to the pa
followed by the tip~no contrast reversal!. In Fig. 7~a! ~low
reflective substrate!, the constant-height~solid line!, and
constant-distance~dashed line! curves are only slightly dif-
ferent. The contribution of the artifact in the constan
distance curve is lower than that of the purely optical ter
Conversely, in Fig. 7~b! ~high reflective substrate!, the arti-
fact appears clearly through the addition in the consta
distance intensity of a signal proportional to the path f
lowed by the tip. This calculation confirms that in reflectio
the artifact is more important when the substrate has a h
reflectivity.

Although we do not display the results for the sake
brevity, we have observed the same effect inp polarization.
Moreover, increasing the scattering potential of the parti
increases the contribution of the optical term in the detec
signal. As in the case of TIR examined previously, this
duces the weight of the artifact in the image.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 forp polarization.
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C. Artifact and resolution

In the previous Section we have shown how the pur
optical information of the image could be hidden by the
tifact induced by thez motion of the probe. We shall now
discuss the resolution issue.

It was pointed out in Ref. 13 that the artifact may lead
a wrong interpretation of the purely optical resolution. W
illustrate this important point with exact numerical calcu
tions of the field scattered by two particles (ep52.25) de-
posited on a flat glass substrate (es52.25) and separated b
a distancel50.075l ~47 nm!. The geometry is displayed in
Fig. 2. The illumination is done in transmission.

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show the constant-height~solid
line! and constant-distance~dashed line! curves foru i50°
andu i560°, respectively. The wave iss polarized. In Fig.
8~a! the presence of the artifact is not visible. As show
previously ~see Fig. 3!, at normal incidence the constan
height and constant-distance curves are almost identical.
constant-distance curve exhibits a slightly better resolut
as seen in Fig. 8~a!. In contrast, in total internal reflectio
@Fig. 8~b!#, the two images are clearly different. In th
constant-height curve, the intensity distribution does not
produce the surface profile. Even the presence of the
particles is not clear in this~purely optical! image. In con-
trast, the constant-distance curve exhibits strong variation
the precise location of the particles, with an extremely h
resolution. But, these strong variations of the signal h
their origin in the second term in Eq.~3!, which is respon-
sible for the artifact. In fact, a signal proportional to the pa
followed by the tip in inverse contrast can be easily rec
nized in the intensity at constant distance. This is the sig
ture of thez-motion artifact with an illumination in tota
internal reflection in collection-mode SNOM~or by reciproc-

FIG. 7. Near-field intensity above the sample in Fig. 2 with only one surf
particle; s polarization. Illumination in reflection from the upper medium
u i50°. The particle dielectric constantep52.25 is fixed. Two values of the
substrate dielectric constantes are used. Other parameters as in Fig. 3.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 2, 15 July 1997
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ity with a ‘‘forbidden light’’ detection in illumination-mode
SNOM!. In conclusion, the resolution in the constan
distance image does not have its origin in an optical inter
tion with the sample, but in an optical readout of thez mo-
tion of the tip.

The same behavior is seen in Fig. 9 which is identica
Fig. 8 but for p polarization. Note that the separation b
tween the two particles is clearly resolved in Fig. 9, even
the constant-height images. This is consistent with previ
studies that showed that on dielectric substrates the ligh
calization around the object was better inp than in s

eFIG. 8. Near-field intensity above the sample in Fig. 2 with two partic
separated by a distancel50.075l. The dielectric constantses and ep are
fixed. ~a!: u i50°; ~b!: u i560°. Other parameters as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 forp polarization.
507Carminati et al.
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polarization.21,28 Note that this polarization effect may b
different with metallic substrates supporting polaritons.29 In
Fig. 9~b!, due to the presence of the artifact, the consta
distance image appears in contrast reversal. But once a
this contrast reversal is a pure effect of the artifact, and d
not reveal any particular optical property of the sample.

IV. CASE OF A STRONGLY SCATTERING EXTENDED
SURFACE

The analysis in Sec. II, based on perturbation theo
shows that the origin of thez-motion artifact is thez varia-
tion of the illuminating intensitydI (0)/dz. This term com-
petes with the first-order scattered intensityI (1) to produce
the contrast of the image. In the perturbative analysis of S
II, the z variation of I (1) was neglected because it was
second-order contribution. We have seen that this model
dicts the behavior of the images of small localized particl
dielectric or metallic, as that studied numerically in Sec.
This study is relevant for NFO applications.

Nevertheless, in order to get a complete picture of
scattering process responsible for thez-motion artifact, in
this section we shall analyze the behavior of a strongly s
tering extended non-flat surface. Note that, with consta
distance regulation, it is possible to study such highly cor
gated samples with NFO microscopes.30 In this case the
scattered intensity is no longer weak compared to the illu
nating intensity, and it may even dominate the total intens
Hence, presently, the perturbative development used in
II is not meaningful. This is a well-known fact in scatterin
from rough surfaces: when the roughness increases,
amount of energy in the specular direction~i.e., I (0)) de-
creases, the energy being transferred to the scattered pa
the field. In this case we may expect that thez variation of
the scatteredintensity may induce a newz-motion artifact.

In order to check this hypothesis, we have calculated
near-field scattered by a one-dimensional grating of pro
z5S(x) with S(x)5hcos(2px/p). The profile is represente
on the top in Fig. 10. The upper medium is a vacuum, wh
the lower medium is assumed to be glass (es52.25). The
period isp50.5l. The sample is illuminated in transmissio
from the lower medium with a monochromatic plane wa
(l5633 nm! at normal incidence.

We show in Fig. 10~a! the calculations when
h50.01l, in s polarization. The solid curve corresponds to
constant-height calculation, the dashed line to a const
distance calculation. As expected, with this smooth grati
the conclusion of Secs. II and III remains valid. At norm
incidence in transmission, the two curves are almost ident
and noz-motion artifact may be detected in the consta
distance curve. It is so because the small grating he
makes it a smooth scattering sample, for which the first-or
perturbation theory is valid. Thus, Eq.~3! correctly describes
the behavior of the near-field intensity and thez variation
of the scattered intensity is a negligible second-or
correction.

We show in Fig. 10~b! the same calculation with
h50.15l. The result is completely different. Even at norm
incidence in transmission, the two curves are not identica
z-motion artifact appears, but its origin is not thez variation
508 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 2, 15 July 1997
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of I (0). In fact, the mechanism is the following. The tot
electric field can be writtenE5E(0)1Es . In this decompo-
sition Es denotes the scattered field. The total intensity
now:

I ~r !5I ~0!~r !12 Re@E~0!* ~r ….Es~r !#1I s~r !, ~10!

whereI s5uEsu2. The high-roughness grating creates a stro
scattered fieldEs , and the last two terms in Eq.~10! contrib-
ute to the scattered intensity. The last one is not negligi
and may even dominate. Moreover, becauseEs contains both
propagating and evanescent waves, the scattered inte
depends strongly onz, and induces thez-motion artifact pro-
portional to thez derivative of the scattered intensity. Calc
lations of the total intensity versusz close to the surface~not
displayed here! show that the derivative of the intensity
four times greater in the case in Fig. 10~b! than that in Fig.
10~a!. This explains the visibility of az-motion artifact in
Fig. 10~b!.

Also, not shown for the sake of brevity, the same resu
have been obtained inp polarization.

V. CONCLUSION

For weakly scattering samples, the scattering proc
does not induce any artifact in collection-mode SNOM wh
the sample is illuminated in transmission with propagat
waves. This also holds for illumination-mode SNOM with
detection in transmission at angles smaller than the crit
one. In collection-mode SNOM with some of the waves b

FIG. 10. Near-field intensity above a homogeneous surface of pro
S(x)5h cos(2px/p), with p50.5l. Dielectric constant of the surface
es52.25. Solid line: constant-height calculation. Dashed line: consta
distance calculation;s polarization:u i50°. ~a!: h50.01l; ~b!: h50.15l.
Carminati et al.
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ing totally internally reflected~like in PSTM/STOM!, the
artifact may become important. This is also true
illumination-mode SNOM with detection in transmission
angles greater than the critical one. In reflection SNOM,
artifact may also be encountered. It is important when
substrate has a high reflectivity. We have also shown tha
purely optical contribution in the image increases with t
scattering potential of the sample.

For strongly scattering extended surfaces, the scatte
process induces an artifact even in transmission with illu
nating ~or detected! waves propagating with an angle of in
cidence smaller than the critical one.

The artifact we have studied is induced by the scatter
process by the sample. As pointed out in the introduction,
probe coupling efficiency may depend onz and induces an-
other kind of artifact, which was not taken into account he
Situations in which we did not find any artifact~of the first
kind! may be affected in experiments by the probe-coupl
artifact.

A safe way to avoid the artifact studied here would be
perform constant-height~or constant-intensity! images. Nev-
ertheless, the constant-distance mode allows to perfor
scan at a mean distancez0 smaller than the maximum heigh
of the surface profile. Thus this mode provides the best
tential optical resolution. We would like to address the pro
lem of extracting the purely optical information from
constant-distance image exhibiting az-motion artifact. In an
experiment, one measures both the ‘‘optical signal’’ d
scribed by the left-hand side in Eq.~3! and thez motion
d f (x,y) of the tip. The illuminating intensityI (0) and its
derivativedI (0)/dz are known quantities that can be eval
ated from the experimental parameters. Therefore solving
Eq. ~3! gives a general procedure to extract the purely opt
informationI (1) from the experimental signal. Such a proc
dure has been used experimentally in Ref. 31 on a collect
mode image obtained with an illumination in total intern
reflection. A signal proportional to the path followed by th
tip in inverse contrast was extracted from the image, lead
to a purely optical signal. The main problem in this proc
dure is that the level of the purely optical signal in the inp
image has to be above the level of noise. Our study allow
find conditions in which the purely optical information
enhanced.
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